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Literacy & Argumentation
Empowering Your District & School to Win Big on Assessments
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Agenda
● Overview 
● Developing a Comprehensive Literacy Program
● Closing the Achievement Gap
● ThinkCERCA Demonstration 
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The Experts Behind ThinkCERCA

Doug Buehl

Best-selling IRA author, 
professor, and veteran 

teacher

Katherine McKnight

Author and expert in 
adolescent literacy 

and CCSS

Gerald Graff

Past MLA president, 
best-selling author, and 

professor

Douglas O’Roark

Executive Director of 
Math Circles, formerly of
Urban Teacher Education 

Program at U Chicago

Eileen Murphy

Founder and CEO
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The CERCA Framework encourages the development of critical 
thinking and literacy skills by breaking down critical reading and 
academic writing into five key components.

Claim Evidence Reasoning Counterargument Audience

An Academic Writing Solution
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The Value of Argumentation

“The Standards put particular emphasis on the students’ ability to write 
sound arguments on substantive topics and issues, as the ability is 
critical to career and college readiness.”               — CCSS Appendix A
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English Class Practice Rise in English Subtest Score Applied Using ThinkCERCA

Rewrote a paper or essay in response to comments 0.19 ✓

Discussed how culture, time, or place affects an author’s writing 0.27 ✓

Explained how writers use tools like symbolism 0.35 ✓

Improved a piece of writing through collaboration with a class or with partners 0.38 ✓

Debated the meaning of reading 0.22 ✓

Across all classes, the students wrote papers defending their point of view of ideas 5 or more 
times (compared to less than 5) 0.39 ✓

Discussed how culture, time, or place affects an author’s writing 0.19 ✓

Math Class Practice Rise in Reading Subtest Score Applied Using ThinkCERCA

Discussed possible solutions to problems with other students 0.29 ✓

Used a graphing calculator to complete an assignment 0.31

Science Class Practice Rise in Science Subtest Score Applied Using ThinkCERCA

Used laboratory equipment or specimens 0.16

Wrote lab reports 0.12 ✓

Generated their own hypothesis/claim 0.18 ✓

Used evidence/data to support an argument or hypothesis 0.21 ✓

Found information from graphs and tables 0.19 ✓

Argumentation and Writing Drive Growth
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5 Strategies for Developing a 
Comprehensive Literacy Program
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A Comprehensive Literacy Program

5 Strategies

Collaboration Rigorous 
Instruction

Personalization ArgumentationCommon 
Language
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Why Common Language?

● Removes silos from content areas

● Builds students’ abilities to read critically, 

evaluated, and synthesize information -- regardless 

of the content area or media

● Not only improves academic rigor with cohesion, 

but creates collaboration across content or 

curriculum

● Leads to an alignment in instructional practice and 

goals across a school, district, or larger system

Schooling, Toth, & Marzano
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To succeed on new assessments, students must develop 
discipline-specific language skills for making arguments across 
subjects. 

Claim Evidence Reasoning Counterargument Audience

The CERCA Framework across content areas
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Grades 3-5 (ELA): AzMERIT

Finding textual evidence
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Grades 7-8 (Math): AzMERIT
Explaining one’s reasoning across 

disciplines
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A Comprehensive Literacy Program

5 Strategies

Collaboration Rigorous 
Instruction

Personalization ArgumentationCommon 
Language
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Collaboration and NAEP Results
Students who reported that they more frequently 

discuss interpretations of what they read scored higher

Never or hardly ever

Once or twice a 
month

Once or twice a week

Every day or almost 
every day

The Nation’s Report Card: http://www.nationsreportcard.gov/reading_math_g12_2013/#/
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What collaboration looks like in a school
Administrators

Teachers

1. Find at least one colleague to work with
2. Get the resources necessary to work together
3. Expand outside of your partnership and share with more 

colleagues
4. Continue to update and receive feedback from others
5. Be comfortable in “informal spaces”, such as passing 

time during classes or while standing at the copier

1. Make sure to schedule time 
2. If needed, set a budget for the collaborative work if it is 

outside the bounds of the typical school requirements

Strategies for Collaboration

Think-Pair-Share

Collaborating to Find Evidence

Debate

Socratic Discussion

Peer-to-Peer Editing
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Creating Spaces for Collaboration
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Low-Tech Labs or Carts 

Paired Discussion Self-Paced, Leveled 
Reading and Writing

Teacher/Student Interaction
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Low-Tech Lab or Carts: Peer Collaboration
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Small-Group Socratic Dialogue

Independent Online Reading
Grouped by Reading Level

6 7 8
Online Drafting

Low-Tech Centers 

Peer Editing

Vocabulary
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Low-Tech Centers: Argumentation Station
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Joanna or Peter

1-to-1: Leveled Groups
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Collaboration for students

● Encourages students to work with one another.

● Deepens their understanding of a topic by learning 

from peers.

● Allows students to share their strengths while building 

in their areas of need with their peers.

Collaboration for students...
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A Comprehensive Literacy Program

5 Strategies

Collaboration Rigorous 
Instruction

Personalization ArgumentationCommon 
Language
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Why Rigorous Instruction?

Rigorous instruction asks students to create their own meaning, integrate 
skills into processes, and use what they have learned to solve real-world 
problems, even when the "correct" answer is unclear and they are faced with 
perplexing unknowns.           

            Jackson, 2011

What does rigorous instruction look like?

http://www.ed.gov/essa
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How do we as leaders, create organizations and systems to improve 
instruction on scale?

How to Implement Rigorous Instruction

Assessment: 

How will we 
know if they’ve 

learned it?

Instruction:

How can we facilitate 
that learning?

Curriculum: 

What does a student 
need to know and be 

able to do?
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Understanding Text Complexity
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Understanding Text Complexity

QUANTITATIVE Why the important job of assigning levels cannot be determined by a 
quantitative algorithm alone.

Perception

Reality

1
L630

2
L720

3
L730

4
L920

5
L920
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What Should Teachers Consider?
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Continuum of Knowledge and Skills

Students must be given the 
opportunity to “build a meaningful 
continuum of knowledge in content 
areas, while introducing 
increasingly complex key skills and 
concepts” (Murphy, 2016)
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Paired Texts
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Grades 6 (ELA): AzMERIT
Using CERCA skills across 

subjects

● Keyboarding
● Structure
● Organization
● Text-based evidence
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High School (ELA): AzMERIT

Identifying claims and central 
ideas

Providing evidence and supporting 
details
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High School (Math): AzMERIT
Analyzing and interpreting 

discipline-specific concepts into 
writing
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Strategy 3: Rigorous Instruction

1. Effective
Leadership Insight

4. Supportive,
Collaborative 
Environment

2. Collaborative 
Teachers

3. Involved Families

5. Rigorous
Instruction

Systems level 
language for leading 
literacy instruction

A framework that 
promotes critical 
thinking through 
reading, writing, 
listening, and 
speaking in school 
and out of school

The 5 Essentials, University of Chicago CCSR

Common language for 
collaboration, reinforcement, 
personalizing strategically

A school-wide language 
every family can understand
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Strategy 3: Rigorous Instruction

Instructional environments should support students’ capacity to understand complex, challenging, and 
ambiguous information.
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A Comprehensive Literacy Program

5 Strategies

Collaboration Rigorous 
Instruction

Personalization ArgumentationCommon 
Language
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What is Personalized Learning?

“Students’ learning experiences – what they learn, and how, when, and where 
they learn it – are tailored to their individual needs, skills, and interests, and 
enable them to take ownership of their learning. Although where, when, and 
how they learn might vary according to their needs, students also develop 
deep connections to each other, their teachers and other adults.”

National Center for Learning Disabilities, 2015 

Personalized learning is “intended to facilitate the academic success of each 
student by first determining the learning needs, interests, and aspirations of 
individual students, and then providing learning experiences that are 
customized—to a greater or lesser extent—for each student.”

Abbott, 2014
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Examples of Personalized Learning

Evidence-based practices that use data-based progress 
monitoring to make instructional decisions to respond to 
academic and behavioural needs

A framework for curriculum development to gives all students 
the opportunity to learn, that considers

- Goals
- Methods
- Materials
- Assessments

as they relate to engagement, representation, and action and 
expression
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High School (ELA): AzMERIT

Critiquing the reasoning of others

● Speaking and listening
● Peer collaboration
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Strategy 4: Personalized Learning

Consider the needs of all students as they relate to content and curriculum when planning, teaching, and 
assessing.
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A Comprehensive Literacy Program

5 Strategies

Collaboration Rigorous 
Instruction

Personalization ArgumentationCommon 
Language
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Why Argumentation 
What does the research say? 

● Multiple viewpoints

● Communication 

● Academic discourse

● College and career 

● Judgement skills

● Relevance of argumentation

● Demystifying writing

● Overall skill development
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What is the Argument of this Image?

Claim Evidence Reasoning Counterargument Audience
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Lively classrooms that instill foundational literacy skills
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Grades 6 (ELA): AzMERIT
Using CERCA skills across 

subjects

● Keyboarding
● Structure
● Organization
● Text-based evidence
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Strategy 5: Argumentation

Include more debate in your classroom - it’s the original gamification!
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A Comprehensive Literacy Program

5 Strategies

Collaboration Rigorous 
Instruction

Personalization ArgumentationCommon 
Language
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Closing the Achievement Gap
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English Class Practice Rise in English Subtest Score Applied Using ThinkCERCA

Rewrote a paper or essay in response to comments 0.19 ✓

Discussed how culture, time, or place affects an author’s writing 0.27 ✓

Explained how writers use tools like symbolism 0.35 ✓

Improved a piece of writing through collaboration with a class or with partners 0.38 ✓

Debated the meaning of reading 0.22 ✓

Across all classes, the students wrote papers defending their point of view of ideas 5 or more 
times (compared to less than 5) 0.39 ✓

Discussed how culture, time, or place affects an author’s writing 0.19 ✓

Math Class Practice Rise in Reading Subtest Score Applied Using ThinkCERCA

Discussed possible solutions to problems with other students 0.29 ✓

Used a graphing calculator to complete an assignment 0.31

Science Class Practice Rise in Science Subtest Score Applied Using ThinkCERCA

Used laboratory equipment or specimens 0.16

Wrote lab reports 0.12 ✓

Generated their own hypothesis/claim 0.18 ✓

Used evidence/data to support an argument or hypothesis 0.21 ✓

Found information from graphs and tables 0.19 ✓

Argumentation & Writing Drive Growth
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What kind of growth can schools expect?
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“[ThinkCERCA] was found to have an extremely large 
impact, producing gains equivalent to roughly an extra 

year’s worth of academic growth." - EdWeek

Students using ThinkCERCA gained 
an additional 6.29 test-score points 

(NWEA Map test) above what the 
control group gained.

This is equivalent to closing the achievement gap by:

● 264% for low-income students
● 456% for black students
● 749% for Hispanic students

Source: Leap Innovations, “Results from the LEAP Innovations Pilot Network” study, 2014-15
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“Students in grade levels with significant use of ThinkCERCA outperformed their peers nationally 
on NWEA growth at different attainment levels in the academic year 2014-15.”

Atlantic Research Partners Study Results 

Source: Atlantic Research Partners, “Literacy Instruction with ThinkCERCA: Findings from Chicago Public Schools” study, January 2016
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Growth with ThinkCERCA on the Georgia Milestones
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Growth with ThinkCERCA on the Georgia Milestones
Writing Tasks: Constructed Response, Grade 7
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Unifying schools 
around coherent 

and rigorous critical 
thinking instruction.

CONTENT

Increase 
challenge

TEACHERS

Improve 
instruction

STUDENTS

Increase 
engagement

Transforming 
education 
where it 
matters most

The Instructional Core
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“ThinkCERCA was our missing link, the piece that tied everything 

together for both our teachers and our students. It was the tool and 

resource needed to meet the needs of ALL our learners. It enabled 

teachers to use flexible groupings, differentiate instruction, level texts, 

support the implementation of argumentative writing, and provide 

topics of high interest.”  

- Principal at Garvy Elementary School
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Awards & Recognitions

Literacy Courseware Challenge 
grant winner, 2013

Finalist in two categories, 
winners announced May 

2016

2015 50 on Fire 
“Chicago Education 

Winner”

2015 CEC Momentum 
Award nominee

“Best Startup 
Co-Founders”

“Best EdTech of 2014”Featured as a “Literacy 
Resource and Practice 
with Special Promise”

Accepted into 2012 
inaugural cohort
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Thank You

Spark Courageous Thinking in Every Subject
Personalized Literacy Platform for Grades 4-12


